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Abstract: Recent studies suggest that physiological noise, which determines the SNR of the fMRI time course at com-

monly used spatial resolutions, is largely spatially coherent. It is theoretically shown that the ratio of such a spatially co-

herent physiological to thermal noise determines the optimum voxel volume for maximizing BOLD CNR, relatively inde-

pendent of the size of activation. 
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INTRODUCTION 

In both anatomical [1] and functional MRI (fMRI) [2-4], 
voxel volume is one of the major imaging parameters for 
determining contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR). In general, use of 
a small voxel is desirable to minimize partial voluming ef-
fects (PVE), because it yields improved parcellation of anat-
omic and functional information. Improving spatial resolu-
tion may reduce PVE and therefore lead to an increase in the 
signal difference among tissues in anatomical MRI or be-
tween active and resting states in fMRI, but it inevitably re-
sults in a decrease in the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). The 
optimum voxel volume for maximizing CNR is therefore 
generally determined as a compromise between the two op-
posing effects of PVE and SNR. 

In the context of blood oxygenation level-dependent 
(BOLD) [5] contrast fMRI, a previous study by Yoo et al. 
[3] applied this basic principle. They theoretically showed 
that on the assumption that thermal noise is the only noise 
source, BOLD CNR is maximized when the size of the 
smoothing kernel or the voxel volume matches the volume 
of activation. The result obtained by taking into account only 
thermal noise is compatible with a general rule according to 
image processing theory. The maximum signal detection 
occurs when the size of the smoothing kernel approaches the 
spatial extent of the target signal [6]. On the other hand, a 
number of studies have shown that with the use of higher 
field strengths [7, 8] and/or highly sensitive multichannel 
coils [9, 10], physiological noise dominates the SNR of 
fMRI time-course data at commonly used spatial resolutions. 

The physiological noise mainly results from physiologi-
cal fluctuations in the basal cerebral metabolism and hemo-
dynamic state, and its major component with low frequen-
cies of less than 0.1 Hz has spatial coherence over the range 
of voxels typically used for fMRI [11, 12]. This implies that  
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the magnitude of physiological noise relative to the baseline 

signal does not depend on voxel size so much because of its 

spatially coherent characteristics, which was shown in a re-

cent experimental study by Triantafyllou et al. [13]. 

It appears obvious that the optimum voxel volume for 

maximizing BOLD CNR depends on the volume of activa-

tion, which is generally not known a priori. In this study, we 

show theoretically that when the effect of spatially coherent 

physiological noise in BOLD fMRI is taken into account, the 

voxel volume for maximizing BOLD CNR is relatively in-

dependent of the volume of activation, but is primarily de-

termined by the ratio of physiological to thermal noise. 

BOLD CNR MODEL 

BOLD CNR is defined as the signal difference ( S) be-

tween active and resting states in units of the standard devia-

tion ( ) of the time-course fMRI signal of each voxel. When 

these quantities, S and , are normalized to the baseline 

signal (S), BOLD CNR is expressed by: 

S/  =  BOLD signal change/
(n)

 ,           (1) 

where ‘BOLD signal change’ represents S/S and 
(n)  

is the 

normalized signal variation, /S, which corresponds to the 

reciprocal of the temporal SNR. 

Noise in BOLD fMRI can be classified as thermal noise 

( T), noise related to scanner instabilities ( I), and physio-

logical noise ( P) [7]. Previous studies [7, 8] have demon-

strated that I is usually small compared with the other noise 

contributions on a well-adjusted MR scanner, although scan-

ner stability may be somewhat variable over time and be-

tween scanners [14]. In this case, the time-course signal 

variation, 
(n)  

, is related to its thermal (
(n)

T: T/S) and 

physiological (
(n)

P: P/S) components. Taking into account 

the differences in voxel volume (V) dependence between 
(n)

T and 
(n)

P, the time-course signal variation, 
(n)

 (V), is 

given by: 
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(n)  
(V) = (

(n)  
T(V)

2
 + 

(n)  
P

2
)

1/2
.          (2) 

The thermal noise contribution,  T is usually estimated 

by the SD of background noise or the signal statistics of a 

difference image [15], and then the physiological noise, P is 

assessed as the residual noise contribution to the total noise, 

, as shown in eq. (2). 

In eq. (2), the physiological noise contribution, 
(n)

 P, was 

assumed to be independent of voxel volume [13]. Recent 

studies also support this assumption in the case of gradient-

echo fMRI data at commonly used spatial resolutions, al-

though it may not be applicable to spin-echo fMRI data [16, 

17]. It is also noted that for gradient-echo fMRI data at high 

resolutions of less than 8 mm
3
, the spatially correlated char-

acteristics of the physiological noise are incomplete and 

partly affected by voxel volume [18]. The thermal noise con-

tribution, 
(n)  

T(V), is inversely proportional to voxel volume, 

V, for initial settings of MR imaging parameters, while 
(n)  

T(V) is inversely proportional to the square root of voxel vol-

ume, V
1/2

, for postprocessing acquired MR images [1]. 

In previous studies [19, 20], researchers measured the 

changes in BOLD signal at different spatial resolutions and 

found that the use of a higher spatial resolution could in-

crease the magnitude of BOLD signal changes in activated 

areas. Such dependence of BOLD contrast on voxel volume 

is generally ascribed to PVE. The voxel volume generally 

determines the PVE, but the PVE in BOLD fMRI are also 

affected by the spatially smearing effect of the hemodynamic 

response and the specifics of fMRI experiment such as the 

field strength and gradient-echo or spin-echo signal acquisi-

tion [21]. In this study, we did not consider such detailed 

issues of BOLD PVE and examined the effect of varying 

voxel volume on BOLD contrast using a simple numerical 

model and k-space analysis method as described by Yoo  

et al. [3] (see Appendix). Assuming a three-dimensional 

Gaussian distribution of BOLD signal (signal at the origin, 

B0; and full width at half maximum in each dimension, LB), 

the modulation of BOLD signal (B) due to the variation in 

voxel volume is described by:  

B = B0 · F(
V

VB
),                    (3) 

where 

F(
V

VB
) 

= 
3
 VB/V ( )32

3/21

1

2 )exp( dkk
V

VB
.    (4) 

In eq. (4),  is a constant and VB is LB
3
, which corre-

sponds to a characteristic volume for the hypothetical BOLD 

activation, and F(VB/V) represents the relative BOLD con-

trast modulation due to PVE (Fig. (1); See Appendix). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. (1). BOLD contrast modulation due to PVE. A three-

dimensional Gaussian distribution of BOLD signal was assumed. 

VB represents a characteristic volume for the hypothetical activa-

tion, and VE a reference voxel volume. The abscissa represents a 

voxel volume relative to VE, V/VE, and each value of VB/VE repre-

sents the activation volume relative to VE. The function representing 

PVE of BOLD contrast takes a constant value of 0.54 when the 
voxel volume matches the activation volume, i.e., V = VB. 

To evaluate BOLD CNR as a function of voxel volume, 

we introduced a reference voxel volume, VE. We defined the 

magnitude of thermal noise at V = VE as equivalent to that of 

physiological noise, i.e., 
(n)  

T(VE) = 
(n)  

P. Then, eq. (2) is 

represented by a function of the relative voxel volume, V/VE, 

as follows: 

(n)  
 = 

(n)  
P ·G(

EV

V
),             (5) 

where 

G(

EV

V
) = (

V

VE
+1) 

1/2
 for 

(n)  
T(V) 1/V

1/2
      (6) 

= ((
V

VE
)

2
+1)

1/2 
for 

(n)
T(V) 1/V.        (7) 

The BOLD CNR, which is defined by the ratio of the 

BOLD signal, B in eq. (3), to the total noise, 
(n)  

in eq. (5), is 

given by: 

BOLD CNR = B0 / 
(n)  

P·F(

E

B

V

V

V

VE
)/G(

EV

V
).     (8) 

In eq. (8), the independent variable of the function that 

represents PVE of BOLD contrast, F, was expressed by 

VB/VE·VE/V rather than VB/V in eq. (3). The parameter VB/VE 

represents the activation volume relative to the reference 

voxel volume. As evident from eq. (8), the BOLD CNR is  
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determined by F(VB/VE·VE/V)/G(V /VE) for fixed values of 

BOLD signal change (B0) and physiological noise (
(n)  

P). 

We therefore examined the voxel volume dependence of 

BOLD CNR by numerically evaluating this function that 

provides the relative magnitude of BOLD CNR. The nu-

merical results are shown as a function of the relative voxel 

volume, V/VE, for given values of the relative activation vol-

ume, VB/VE. 

RESULTS  

For comparison, we first describe the calculated results of 

BOLD CNR when only thermal noise was taken into ac-

count, i.e., 
(n)  

P = 0. For this calculation, we set the refer-

ence voxel volume, VE, as 
(n)  

T(VE) = 1%. Then, the noise 

function, G(V/VE), is simply given by (VE/V)
1/2

 and VE/V, 

corresponding to eqs. (6) and (7), respectively. For G(V/VE) 

= (VE/V)
1/2

, BOLD CNR takes a peak value at V/VE = VB/VE, 

i.e., V = VB, which means that BOLD CNR is maximized 

when the voxel volume matches the volume of activation 

(Fig. 2a). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. (2). BOLD CNR in the presence of only thermal noise. The 

abscissa represents a voxel volume relative to VE, V/VE. The relative 

BOLD CNR values were calculated as the ratio of the BOLD con-

trast modulation shown in Fig. (1) to the noise function, G(V/VE), in 

eq. (8). When thermal noise alone is considered, G(V/VE) is simply 

given by (VE/V)
1/2

 for the case of spatial filtering of acquired MR 

images (Fig. 2a), and VE/V for the case of initial imaging parameter 
settings for acquiring MR images (Fig. 2b). 

This theoretical prediction, obtained using the three-

dimensional BOLD activation model, is conceptually the 

same as that obtained using a one-dimensional model [3]. 

For G(V/VE) = VE/V, BOLD CNR increases almost linearly 

with voxel volume until V = VB, after which it asymptotically 

approaches a constant value, depending on the activation 

volume, VB/VE (Fig. 2b). This result also indicates that the 

optimal voxel volume matches the volume of activation, 

because it represents the minimum voxel volume with nearly 

the maximum of the available BOLD CNR. 

Fig. (3) shows the voxel volume dependence of BOLD 

CNR in the presence of physiological noise. Figs. 3a and 3b 

correspond to the cases of 
(n)  

T(V) 1/V
1/2

 and 
(n)  

T(V) 1/V, respectively. In the regime of V/VE < 1, where 

the thermal noise contribution dominates the total noise, the 

numerical results of BOLD CNR in the presence of physio-

logical noise are almost the same as those shown in Figs. 2a 

and 2b, respectively. Distinct differences were noted when 

the relative voxel volume, V/VE, is comparable with or 

greater than 1, where the physiological noise significantly 

contributes to or dominates the total noise. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. (3). BOLD CNR in the presence of physiological noise. The 

abscissa represents a voxel volume relative to VE, V/VE. Taking into 

account the presence of physiological noise, the noise function 

G(V/VE) is given by (VE/V+1)
1/2

 for the case of spatial filtering of 

acquired MR images (Fig. 3a) and ((VE /V)
2
+1)

1/2
 for the case of 

initial imaging parameter settings for acquiring MR images (Fig. 

3b). Note that the relative BOLD CNR values do not exceed unity, 

and that the scale of the ordinate is therefore set differently from 
that in Fig. (2). 
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Regarding the case of variation in the spatial resolution 

for acquired MR images, i.e., 
(n)

 T(V) 1/V
1/2

, we compare 

the effects of the absence (Fig. 2a) and presence (Fig. 3a) of 

physiological noise on BOLD CNR. In contrast to Fig. 2a, 

the relative BOLD CNR does not exceed unity, irrespective 

of the activation volume (Fig. 3a). For relative activation 

volumes of VB/VE = 1, 8, and 27, maximal BOLD CNR val-

ues were obtained at V/VE = 0.7, 2, and 5, respectively, rather 

than at V/VE = 1, 8, and 27, as shown in Fig.2a. For the 

smallest activation volume of VB/VE = 0.25, the peak BOLD 

CNR occurred commonly at V/VE= 0.25. 

Regarding the case of the initial settings of spatial resolu-

tion for acquiring MR images, i.e., 
(n)

 T(V) 1/V, the be-

havior of BOLD CNR in the presence of physiological noise 

(Fig. 3b) is distinctively different from that in the absence of 

physiological noise (Fig. 2b), while it is similar to that 

shown in Fig. 3a. The relative BOLD CNR calculated does 

not exceed unity, irrespective of the activation volume. For 

relative activation volumes of VB/VE = 0.25, 1, 8, and 27, 

maximal BOLD CNR values were obtained at V/VE of ap-

proximately 0.7, 1, 2, and 3, respectively. 

The asymptotic behaviors of BOLD CNR when V/VE was 

much greater than 1 (Figs. 3a and 3b) are similar to those of 

F(VB/VE·VE /V) (Fig. 1) that was assumed to represent PVE 

of BOLD contrast. This is because the noise function, 

G(V/VE), takes an almost constant value of unity in this re-

gime. The asymptotic behaviors of BOLD CNR would be 

somewhat different, depending on the specifics assumed in 

the evaluation of the effect of BOLD PVE, including the 

form of spatial distribution and the definition of a character-

istic volume for the hypothetical activation. However, the 

BOLD CNR behaviors described above for the other re-

gimes, where V/VE is smaller than or comparable with 1, 

would not be significantly affected by such minor differ-

ences in the evaluation of BOLD PVE. 

DISCUSSION 

As evident from eqs. (6) and (7), the gain in temporal 

SNR is only marginal when the voxel volume is increased 

beyond the reference voxel volume, VE, at which the physio-

logical and thermal noise contributions are equal. In the con-

text of the applications of parallel imaging to fMRI, a similar 

SNR consideration based on the ratio of physiological to 

thermal noise has been shown to be effective for the opti-

mum choice of acceleration factor [10]. Such an SNR con-

sideration can also provide VE as an upper limit to voxel vol-

ume in fMRI [13, 22]. However, it is obvious that an opti-

mum voxel volume in fMRI should be determined by taking 

into account the two opposing effects as a function of voxel 

size, BOLD PVE and temporal SNR. 

The BOLD CNR simulation results in the absence of 

physiological noise (Figs. 2a and 2b) significantly varied, 

depending on the volume of activation. Thus, the volume of 

activation, which is generally not known a priori, determines 

the optimum voxel volume. The presence of physiological 

noise significantly reduced the activation volume depend-

ency, the relative BOLD CNR was maximized at a limited 

range of voxel volumes between the reference volume, VE, 

and each volume of activation, being either small or large 

compared to VE (Figs. 3a and 3b). This suggests that VE cor-

responds to the optimum voxel volume at which a suffi-

ciently high BOLD CNR is warranted for a wide range of 

BOLD activation volumes. The tendency was more promi-

nent when setting the spatial resolution to be used for acquir-

ing MR images, as evident from the comparison of Figs. 3a 

and 3b. This indicates that the initial choice of a voxel vol-

ume in fMRI significantly affects the detectability of func-

tional activation, which has been shown in a recent experi-

mental fMRI study [4]. 

From experimental data using a conventional volume 

head coil [13], VE for gray matter was estimated to be about 

50 (3.7  3.7  3.7) mm
3
 at 1.5 T and 20 (2.7  2.7  2.7) 

mm
3
 at 3 T. We performed a similar measurement at 1.5 T 

and found that VE was 45 to 50 mm
3
 for gray matter regions 

(data not shown). On the assumption that the optimum voxel 

volume is given by VE, this volume of VE at 1.5 T agrees well 

with the optimum voxel volume of 80 mm
3
 experimentally 

determined for the detection of motor cortex activation under 

similar experimental conditions [23], considering that the 

optimum voxel volumes are situated on relatively broad 

curves (Figs. 3a and 3b). 

With the use of higher field strengths and/or highly sensi-

tive multichannel coils, VE can be significantly decreased 

[13, 22]. In particular, a recent study at 3 T with a highly 

sensitive 16-channel array coil [22] showed that VE for gray 

matter was estimated to be (1.8 mm)
3
, which approximately 

matches the cortical thickness and thus may optimize BOLD 

contrast by minimizing PVE [24]. On the other hand, cogni-

tive neuroscience applications of fMRI in the context of mul-

tiple-subject analysis tend to apply a Gaussian filter of 5-10 

mm in width during postprocessing to project the data to a 

scale, where homologies in functional anatomy are expressed 

across subjects, and hence the effective voxel volume usu-

ally exceeds 100 mm
3
. The optimum voxel volume as deter-

mined by VE may therefore be small enough for such cogni-

tive neuroscience applications, even at 1.5 T. 

In this study, we did not consider the effects of suscepti- 

bility artifacts, which may lead to a considerable signal loss  

at large voxel dimensions. In certain regions such as the  

temporal lobe, use of a voxel size smaller than VE may there- 

fore be preferable, depending on the severity of susceptibil- 

ity artifacts [25, 26]. Although use of a shorter TE as well as  

smaller voxels generally mitigates the deteriorative effect of  

large susceptibility variation on gradient-echo signal, the  

optimum TE for maximizing BOLD fractional signal change  

is equal to the T2* of gray matter [27] and hence is usually  

set very long. This may indicate that BOLD CNR is maxi- 

mized when TE = T2*; however, this holds when only ther- 

mal noise is considered. In contrast, Hyde et al. [24] demon- 

strated that BOLD CNR is independent of TE when physio- 

logical noise of BOLD origin dominates other noise. There- 

fore, the contribution of physiological noise relative to ther- 

mal noise significantly affects the choice of TE as shown in a  

recent study by Wu and Li [28], as well as the choice of  

voxel volume as shown in this study. Taking into account  
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both effects, it is suggested that for a voxel volume smaller  

than VE, a rela-tively long TE comparable with tissue T2* is  

optimal for maximizing BOLD CNR, while for a bigger  

voxel, a shorter TE would be better for mitigating suscepti- 

bility artifacts. 

In this study, the physiological noise contribution was as-

sumed to be spatially correlated and hence voxel volume 

independent (Fig. 3), instead of spatially uncorrelated and 

hence independent. The results in the presence of thermal 

noise alone (Fig. 2) may be applicable if the physiological 

noise can be described by a Gaussian distribution and is spa-

tially correlated in the same way as thermal noise is. Several 

studies [13, 16, 17] also support this assumption in the case 

of gradient-echo fMRI data at commonly used spatial resolu-

tions. However, a recent study at high spatial resolutions 

[18] showed that the extent to which physiological noise is 

spatially correlated lay between the two extreme cases, cor-

responding to Figs. 2 and 3, respectively. In this sense, the 

optimum voxel volume as defined by VE may be more rele-

vant to cognitive neuroscience applications at commonly 

used low spatial resolutions, as opposed to a noticeable trend 

towards high-resolution fMRI, in which the focus of brain 

mapping may shift from a simple detection of activity pat-

terns as described in this study, to an analysis of the amount 

of information they convey [29]. 

CONCLUSION 

If physiological noise predominates over thermal noise at 

a certain volume of voxel, use of a larger voxel leads to only 

a marginal decrease in total noise and yet may decrease the 

detectability of activation because of an increased PVE of 

BOLD signal. This phenomenon was examined theoretically 

and the results show that the highest BOLD CNR was ob-

served at an intermediate voxel volume between the refer-

ence volume, VE, and each volume of activation, being either 

small or large compared to VE. Optimum voxel size in fMRI 

may therefore be selected in such a way that the magnitudes 

of physiological and thermal noise are comparable, relatively 

independent of the size of activation, which is generally not 

known a priori. 

APPENDIX 

MRI raw image data are generally acquired as k-space 

data, and hence the signal modulation that accompanies the 

change in spatial resolution is estimated as the corresponding 

change in k-space size [3]. We consider a one-dimensional 

Gaussian distribution of the BOLD signal, f(x) = B0 exp(–

4(log2)x
2
/LB

2
), where B0 is the BOLD signal at the origin and 

LB is the full width at half maximum. Fourier transform of 

this function is also expressed in the form of a Gaussian 

function, F(k) = 2 B0 LB exp(– (2 LB k)
2
), where  

is 2log/ /4. For a given voxel size of Lx in the x-

dimension, the frequency bandwidth in k-space is limited 

within the range of [1/2Lx, 1/2Lx]. Due to PVE, BOLD sig-

nal at the origin (B) decreases with the increase of Lx and is 

represented as the integral of F(k) in the corresponding k-

space range of [1/2Lx, 1/2Lx]: 

B= B0 · F(LB/Lx)               (9) 

where 

F(LB/Lx) =  LB/Lx dkk
L

L

x

B )exp( 2

21

1

2
.  (10) 

The function, F(LB/Lx), represents BOLD PVE in one 

dimension, while eq. (4) in the text corresponds to its three-

dimensional version. 
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